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Foreword

This report makes for disturbing reading. Students moving into halls are already facing high 
levels of stress and anxiety as they navigate their studies during a global pandemic. Many 
are living away from home for the first time or – as international students – may find 
themselves living in another country for the first time. Away from friends and family, and with 
an uncertain future awaiting them, some students will experience mental health problems 
and the University has a duty to look after the young people in its care. 

Instead, the University of Manchester has chosen to target, harass and threaten students. 
From waking up to find temporary fencing and a security patrol barricading off their 
accommodation block, to police breaking up games of monopoly at kitchen tables, the police
and University have utterly failed students in Manchester. Police and security have also 
been shown racially profiling black students and, in one unforgivable incident, assaulting a 
black student as he attempted to show them his student ID. Student well-being is harmed, 
rather than protected, by the policing on campus.

Students were actively encouraged to arrive at universities for the 2020 autumn term despite
the pandemic and lockdown restrictions. They were then unfairly scapegoated by the media 
and government for the ensuing second wave of infections, with stories of campus parties 
used to justify targeting students living in accommodation with shared facilities. This both 
obscured the government's lethal mishandling of the pandemic and shifted the blame away 
from universities for providing student housing that was inadequate or where social 
distancing was either difficult or impossible. 

The following report demonstrates the results of this indifferent attitude towards student 
welfare. Greater Manchester Police have been given free access to students halls, acting as 
a mix of private security guards and over-zealous babysitters, leading to arrests, fines and 
the racial profiling of the students. 

Universities are not just teaching institutions: they are also landlords. Students in halls are 
paying rent, and generate income for their institution. As students, they have the right to 
privacy within their homes. Coronavirus regulations do not give the police new powers of 
entry into private properties and it is the University of Manchester, acting in its role as 
landlord, which has invited active police patrols into campus accommodation. Netpol 
condemns the University and Greater Manchester Police's actions, and echoes the student's
calls for cops off campus.

Network for Police Monitoring (Netpol)
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Executive Summary

● Proactive police patrols of campus, in which the police are let into flats by 
University of Manchester Security, have no legal grounds. We have compiled 
evidence that unlawful searches of student properties have happened on many 
occasions, using the pretext of noise complaints, and that the University is working 
with the police to enable them to enter. The new covid regulations do not include a 
power of entry into private residences for police investigating lockdown breaches.  

● Police are demanding to take personal details and ID from students, despite 
having no legal grounds to do so. The Police can ask for personal details in order 
to issue a fixed penalty notice (fine) for breach of covid regulations, but they have no 
legal basis to take personal details from students inside their own homes who are not
breaking any laws. This appears to be nothing more than an intimidation tactic.

● Police and University Security have racially profiled and assaulted black 
students. The threat that police pose to people of colour, as demonstrated by 
incidents such as the racial profiling and violent search of a black University of 
Manchester student by security and the arrest of another black University of 
Manchester student by police (on tenuous legal grounds) is a pressing issue that the 
University urgently need to address.

● Active police patrols on campus are having a serious impact on student mental
health. Locked down in accommodation blocks with little support, the intrusive police 
presence on campus has created an atmosphere of fear among students. Many 
students have reported feeling unsafe, some to the extent of having panic attacks, 
due to the ability of staff and the police to enter their homes at any moment. 

“There was no conversation. They just pinned me up against the wall and said I 
looked like a drug dealer. Why? Because I am black and wearing a hoodie?” 1

~Zac Adan, interviewed by BBC news after his assault

“Around midnight 6-8 police officers stormed into our flat and started demanding our 
details. We tried to be co-operative from the beginning but they were really rude. At 
one point two police men started shouting at my flatmate because they didn’t believe 
she was giving the right details (even though she was) and caused her to have an 
anxiety attack once they left.”2

~anonymous student interviewed by Cops Off Campus

“I was playing Monopoly with my flatmates in our shared kitchen, when the police 
walked into our flat. They must have been given keys by staff or been let in by staff 
because we did not consent to let them in. They saw we weren’t breaking any rules 
and told us to go to bed. It was a disturbing intrusion which has made me feel like I 
can’t be safe in my own home. I couldn’t believe they thought they had a right to tell 
us when to go to bed.”
~anonymous student interviewed by Cops Off Campus

1 https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-54954602
2 Quote given to student legal observer
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About Cops Off Campus

Cops Off Campus UoM is a campaign set up by students living in Manchester University 
halls in response to widespread concern about the excessive presence of the police on 
campus. 

These issues were brought to national media attention when a black student, Zac Adan, 
suffered racially motivated assault by a Security guard on camera during the night in which 
three riot vans attended a peaceful and socially distanced protest.

We began by asking students to share their experiences with the police and Security on 
campus through social media. This revealed that the problem was much more widespread 
than the incident which had gained media attention. One area of concern which we hope to 
include in a future edition of this report was the ineffective system for reporting staff for hate 
crimes. Another common experience was flats being entered without justification by the 
police.

It was very clear that the police were using their duty to enforce covid restrictions to increase
their presence on campus, and that this is detrimental to student well-being. Our findings on 
this issue will be covered in detail here in the hopes that through bringing these issues to 
media attention the University management-  which so far has refused to acknowledge the 
problem- will meet our demand:

We want cops off campus: For the University to stop working with the police, giving 
them permission to actively patrol campus and access student flats. The police 
should only be present if an incident has occurred where a student has called them.

Until this is the case we will continue to have student legal observers present on campus to 
deter the police from continued use of unlawful powers, and to record any further incidents.

University of Manchester Cops Off Campus
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Police Patrols on Campus

Fallowfield campus sees multiple police cars and police in unmarked vans turn up every 
Friday and Saturday night. On several occasions the police have also sent riot vans to patrol
campus. These groups of officers then patrol the campus, entering student flats, taking 
details, and harassing students. Many students have reported feeling unsafe, some to the 
extent of having panic attacks, due to the ability of staff and the police to enter their homes 
at any moment. 

Anonymous testimony from a student to Cops Off Campus records:

“Around midnight 6-8 police officers stormed into our flat and started demanding our 
details. We tried to be co-operative from the beginning but they were really rude. At 
one point two police men started shouting at my flatmate because they didn’t believe 
she was giving the right details (even though she was) and caused her to have an 
anxiety attack once they left. It was easy for them to take advantage of us since we 
had been drinking and because we didn’t know our legal rights. We asked them why 
they came to our flat since we weren’t having a party or disturbing anyone and they 
said ‘noise complaint’ which is obviously a lie because we weren’t even playing any 
music, just cards.”

LO notes 20th of February 2021 record:

At 0:47 A student approached us, seeing our pink high vis, to tell us her experiences 
with the police. The student told us that the access of University staff to the property 
was generally very intrusive and made her and other students feel unsafe in their 
own homes. She said on three occasions her flatmates have been walked in on by 
Maintenance staff when in their underwear. Maintenance staff and ResLife have a 
habit of walking in unannounced. She also knew a girl who was naked when the 
police walked into her room. They did not leave immediately and did not apologise.”

The University have a duty of care towards students. Student mental health is already in 
crisis because of the numerous pressures on students. Locked down in accommodation 
blocks with little support, the intrusive police presence on campus has created an 
atmosphere of fear among students who feel unsafe in their own homes. As the Guardian 
has reported:

 One Manchester student was found dead in halls last month – his bereaved father 
subsequently warning that if young people are locked down “with little support, then 
you should expect that they suffer severe anxiety”.3

These incidents are also breaches of Article 8 of the Human Rights Act which says we have 
a right to live without undue interference and to enjoy our home peacefully. The university 
and ResLife are legally required to respect this right.

Some students who have spoken to us say they have felt too scared to go to bed because 

3 https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2020/nov/16/university-students-bullied-public-health-
mental 
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the police could enter their flat at any moment. The University must recognise the urgency of
the mental strain which they are putting students under by working with the police.

Racial Profiling and assaults on Students

Added to this, the threat that police pose to people of colour, as proven by incidents such as 
the racial profiling and violent search of a black University of Manchester student by security 
and the arrest of another black University of Manchester student by police (on tenuous legal 
grounds) is a pressing issue that the University urgently need to address. 

In November 2020 gal-dem published an article4  about the acute distress and discrimination
Black students at the University of Manchester are suffering due to what they describe as 
“overpolicing”. In the article, the assault of black student Zac Adan by security is detailed, 
highlighting the unwarranted force with which Adan was pinned to a wall and manhandled by
two security guards as he struggled to comply with their demands to see his ID card (which 
was in his hand). In an interview with BBC News, Adan added:

“There was no conversation. They just pinned me up against the wall and said I looked like a
drug dealer. Why? Because I am black and wearing a hoodie?” 5

At a solidarity protest, Adan went on to describe how he didn’t sleep for 40 hours after the 
assault, and that he had to walk past the same security guards who had assaulted him 
before the University of Manchester finally took action against the guards. The University 
suspended the security staff involved pending investigation, albeit without prejudice, despite 
multiple witnesses and at least one video recording of the event. This is at odds with the 
University of Manchester claiming that as soon as they were made aware of the assault, 
they “began investigating it immediately” and their claims that “the safety of our students is 
always of the utmost importance to us and we take these kind of allegations extremely 
seriously." 6

The results of this investigation have still not been published at the time of writing (March 
2021) although it has been now 3 months since the event.

When reading the latter of those quotes from the University, on how much they prioritise 
student well-being, it’s difficult to see logic in their decision to increase the police presence 
around Fallowfield Campus. As the gal-dem article states, “In Manchester, Black people are 
eight times more likely to be stopped and searched by Greater Manchester Police than white
individuals”. The article also highlights that the COVID-19 pandemic appears to have 
exacerbated such trends:

“Under new coronavirus legislation, Black people received 23% of police fines and 31% of 
arrests – despite only accounting for 12% of the population. Asian people were also 
disproportionately policed, receiving 23% of fines and making up 14% of arrests”. 

As Adan has spoken out about, this is having serious impacts on the mental health of 
students, who live in constant fear of police breaking into their flats, into their kitchens and 
even bedrooms, often on so-called ‘suspicions’ or due to dubious ‘reports of noise 

4 https://gal-dem.com/manchester-university-lockdown-student-police-covid-racially-profiled/  
5 https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-54954602 
6 https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-54954602 
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complaints’. with this impact felt far more by students of colour, for whom distrust of police 
and similar institutions has now been confirmed by the clear prejudice and racism shown by 
the University’s security staff and the police they allow onto Fallowfield Campus.

The police presence has created an almost palpable sense of anxiety amongst Fallowfield’s 
residents. The University is keen to stress in its communications that the ‘overwhelming 
majority of students’ are obeying covid regulations, yet it continues to allow police to 
proactively patrol campus accommodation, enter student flats, and continue to have an 
intimidating and visible presence on campus.

Riot van outside campus which later came inside, taken on 20th Feb 2021

Unjustified Entry of Student Homes
In the interests of public health, we agree that the police or University staff should disperse 
large gatherings on campus while covid restrictions remain. When a large gathering is 
happening this should be obvious from the noise and potentially visible through windows 
inside student accommodation. In most cases, a student will call the University or police to 
disperse it. 

What is entirely unnecessary, and an invasion of students’ privacy, is proactive police patrols
of campus, in which the police are let into flats at random by University of Manchester 
Security. We have compiled evidence that this has happened on many occasions, and that 
the University is working with the police to enable them to enter. These include accounts 
from students who have contacted us and the observations of student legal observers on 
campus.

Students at the University of Manchester have shared their experiences with Cops Off 
Campus. They reported to us:

"6 police officers came into my flat for literally no reason, just the 6 people of our 
household sat round our kitchen table. They entered every flat in my block and fined 
no one as no one was breaking any rules. We were told to keep the noise down 
(listening to quiet music through a small speaker) and they left again. Totally 
unnecessary and based off nothing."
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~anonymous student who messaged @uomcopsoffcampus

“I was just sat around a table with my flatmates in Oak House and the next thing four 
or five police officers and a Security guard came into the room. They asked for ID so 
they could take down our names even though we were not eligible for a fine.”
~anonymous student who messaged @uomcopsoffcampus

“I was playing Monopoly with my flatmates in our shared kitchen, when the police 
walked into our flat. They must have been given keys by staff or been let in by staff 
because we did not consent to let them in. They saw we weren’t breaking any rules 
and told us to go to bed. It was a disturbing intrusion which has made me feel like I 
can’t be safe in my own home. I couldn’t believe they thought they had a right to tell 
us when to go to bed.”
~anonymous student who was interviewed by Cops Off Campus

Legal observers have confirmed this pattern. On 19/02/2021 Legal Observers noted that on 
two occasions they witnessed, there were no lights visible or sound audible from outside the 
flats before police entered them, although police gave the excuse of a “noise complaint” 
when they were challenged as to why they had entered. They seemed to be targeting flats 
with leftist messages in the windows, “ACAB” and “BLM” being two examples. In neither 
case were students eligible for fines, but names and ID were taken anyway. Legal observers
also noted, when they could see police in a student kitchen on the ground floor, that all 
police officers were not wearing proper PPE, as they all had their face masks pulled down 
below their noses. In these incidents the police are posing a hazard to public health by 
entering student households, potentially spreading the virus.

Legality of Police & University actions

The Police must have a legal basis for their actions. In many cases noted here, the police 
and the University have far exceeded their powers. The University of Manchester is a 
teaching institution with a duty of care to its students, and it is also, in this case, their 
landlord. Students in halls are licensed tenants, and as such don’t enjoy all the same rights 
as tenants in private property. While we are licensees – rather than tenants - we still have a 
right to live without our accommodation being subject to excessive entry by our landlords or 
their agents7. The law8 states that when searching accommodation such as student halls, the
police should make “every effort” to obtain the permission of the occupier and "a search 
should not be made solely on the basis of the landlord's consent." This means that the police
shouldn’t be entering a student's private living space solely with the Universities permission.

In most cases listed here, the police have stated they are entering to check for breaches of 
covid restrictions, or responding to noise complaints. Noise complaints are a civil matter, and
– as is noted by Greater Manchester Police in their ‘Student Safe’ partnership agreement 
with the University- are not dealt with by police entering a property. Likewise, the police have
no specific powers of entry given to them by covid emergency laws. The police can enter 
and search a property to arrest people for certain offences9, but breaching covid regulations 
is not one of them. 

7 (Smith v Nottinghamshire County Council)
8 Para 5A of Code B to PACE 1984 
9 s17 Police and Criminal Evidence Act 1984
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Another issue of concern is Police demanding to take personal details and ID from students, 
despite them not having committed any offence. The Police can ask for personal details in 
order to issue a fixed penalty notice (fine) for breach of covid regulations, but they have no 
legal basis to take personal details from students inside their own homes who are not 
breaking any laws. The Police demanding personal details from students was one of the 
most common outcomes of the police entering flats, even when they determined that no 
offence had occurred. This appears to be nothing more than an intimidation tactic.

Collaboration between the University and 
Greater Manchester Police 

When University of Manchester Rent Strike emailed Patrick Hackett (Registrar, Secretary 
and Chief Operating Officer) informing him that his staff were enabling the police to go 
beyond their legal powers of entry to harass students who were not breaking covid 
regulations he replied:

Though he refused to take responsibility for the unjustified police presence and active patrols
of campus, Greater Manchester Police have stated in the press that they are in full 
collaboration with the University. As reported in the Manchester Evening News, Greater 
Manchester Police say the ‘proactive' patrols inside student accommodation were agreed 
with the University in advance. 

Superintendent Richard Timson of GMP's City of Manchester Division said that although “the
vast majority of students have continued to follow Government guidelines throughout the 
course of the pandemic”, that "entry into university halls of residence is carried out in 
coordination with, and permission of, the University of Manchester.”10

In fact, the University of Manchester have a formal partnership with Greater Manchester 
Police and the Council, called the  ‘Manchester Student Safety Partnership’11. This specifies 
that the main focus of the police will be “preventing students and all members of the 
community becoming the victims of crime and pursuing any offenders.”12 It also specifies that
the police will not prioritise responding to noise complaints, which it specifies should be dealt
with by the University privately as a civil matter. 

10   https://www.manchestereveningnews.co.uk/news/greater-manchester-news/people-were-weeping-  
police-raid-19788987
11   
http://www.makingmanchestersafer.com/downloads/file/177/manchester_student_safety_partnership
12   
http://www.makingmanchestersafer.com/downloads/file/177/manchester_student_safety_partnership
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It is hard to reconcile the agreements set out in the Manchester Student Safety partnership 
with the repeated entry of police into student accommodation, on the pretext of investigating 
noise complaints, and the police insistence on taking student’s personal details despite them
confirming that no offence has been committed. The harassment and the behaviour of the 
police patrols, particularly the behaviour towards students of colour, is at odds with the 
commitment to student welfare outlined in this document.

This is also a concerning misuse of public resources. Greater Manchester Police was placed
in special measures in December because they did not record one in five crimes. This was 
estimated to be about 80,000 crimes between July 2019 and June 2020. “Inspectors found 
the force wrongly and prematurely closed some investigations, some with vulnerable victims,
a proportion being domestic abuse cases, where although a suspect was identified, the 
victim did not support, or withdrew support for police action.”13 

Even where there are noise complaints, (which student and LO accounts show are mostly 
excuses to enter flats), Greater Manchester Police, according to its own policy, should not be
prioritising responding to campus noise complaints and the heavy police presence- more 
than 10 officers and multiple police vehicles- every Friday and Saturday night is wholly 
unjustified. 

On the very first night of Cops Off Campus’ Legal Observer (LO) patrols around Fallowfield 
Campus (on the night of Friday 19th of February 2021) the LOs witnessed security and 
police together at the flats they entered in Oak House. Below is a quote from LO notes 
describing this event:

At 1:04 am, 3 security guards and 10 police officers entered a flat in Sycamore, Oak 
House. This appeared to be a planned raid as security had keys and let the police 
into the flat. The police entered at least one flat, but at 1:09 left the building. No fixed 
penalty notices were given; the police and security took names and student IDs and 
then they left very promptly. Students who we asked for witness accounts did not 
mention a reason given for the entry of the flat. 

In a separate block, students reported five police officers had entered their flat. The 
official reason given for the raid was a noise complaint, but there was no noise 
audible from outside the block. Again, no fixed penalty notices were given but names 
and student IDs were taken and on this occasion the police told the residents they’d 
be back “later” to get the names of people who didn’t show their student IDs in the 
first instance, although, to our knowledge, they didn’t return.

The following night, LOs witnessed a similar event, in which two students were arguing with 
a police officer who was flanked by University security guards. There were at least 5 police 
officers present at the scene. The officer confirmed that University security were letting him 
and his colleagues into student flats. LO notes taken at the time record:

The student said he was a law student and had researched their rights and knew that
the police could not enter without a search warrant. The police officer claimed that 
because our contract allowed University staff to let anyone they authorised in they did
not need a warrant. 

13 https://www.policeprofessional.com/news/greater-manchester-police-to-be-placed-in-special-
measures/ 
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When a legal observer quoted the law regarding powers of entry to the police officer, 
the officer refused to speak with us any more and walked behind the three Security 
guards away from us.

Conclusion

The decision of the University of Manchester to work with Greater Manchester Police in 
these active patrols and unjustified searches is a continuation of the Universities draconian 
response to lockdown, which has destroyed the trust of the student body in University 
management. Student well-being is harmed, rather than protected, with the current amount 
of policing on campus. 

It is especially irresponsible of the University to endorse the on-campus presence of a police 
force so well documented to be a danger to black students’ safety. It is unacceptable for 
security to racially profile and assault black students, and the lacklustre University response 
to this incident is shameful. The Manchester Student’s Union has produced a “Black Student
Well-being Policy” which addresses this.

As the University has stressed on numerous occasions, the vast majority of students are 
following covid regulations. The policing of campus is acting as a form of collective 
punishment, causing distress and alarm to students already struggling to complete their 
degree during a pandemic. Active police patrols on campus and unwarranted police entry to 
flats must stop, and the University must fulfil its duty of care to students to provide them with 
safe, usable accommodation. 

The Cops Off Campus campaign has been endorsed by numerous public figures in 
Manchester, and local MP Afzul Khan criticised the police and the University, saying: “this 
seems unnecessarily heavy handed. These are students’ homes and they should feel safe 
there.” 

We end this report by requesting that the University management-  which so far has refused 
to acknowledge the problem- will meet our demand:

We want cops off campus.

For the University to stop working with the police to actively patrol campus and give 
them access to flats. The police should only be present if an incident has occurred 
where a student has called them.

UoM Cops Off Campus

March 2021
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